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Logbook

Title:

•How does the blade direction affect the energy output on a wind turbine?

Statement of the Problem:
● How does the direction on a wind turbine blade affect the energy output of the wind turbine? This

project interested me because when traveling I always pass by wind mills and wonder more about
the functions of them. I think this project will help people realize how much power wind turbines
are actually producing.

Objective:

● In this experiment, I will determine how the angle on a wind turbine blade affects the energy

output of the wind turbine.
Hypothesis:

● I hypothesize that the blade turned to 50 degrees will produce the most power because research states

that when the blade is tilted it can catch the wind and produce the most power more effectively than
when the blade is at 0 degrees tilted.

○ https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/Aero_p040/aerodynamics-h

ydrodynamics/wind-turbine-design

○ https://learning-center.homesciencetools.com/article/wind-energy-science/

○ https://www.alternative-energy-tutorials.com/wind-energy/wind-turbine-blade-design.html

Materials:

● Computer
● Science fair logbook
● 3 24 in.PVC pipe
● 4 Kidwind Balsa Blade Sheets 12x3 in.
● 7 function digital multimeter
● 4 12cm. Kidwind dowels
● 1 Kidwind Wind Turbine Hub
● Kidwind Wind Turbine Generator with Wires
● Kidwind Protractor
● Husky 1-¼ in. ratcheting PVC CUTTER

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/Aero_p040/aerodynamics-hydrodynamics/wind-turbine-design
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/Aero_p040/aerodynamics-hydrodynamics/wind-turbine-design
https://learning-center.homesciencetools.com/article/wind-energy-science/
https://www.alternative-energy-tutorials.com/wind-energy/wind-turbine-blade-design.html
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● 3 PVC pipe T elbow piece
● 5 90 degrees ½ in. elbow PVC pipe piece
● Fan
● Hot glue gun
● Hot glue sticks
● ruler

Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent- direction of blades
● Dependent- electricity/voltage
● Constance- same blade length, same fan speed

Procedure: Number your steps.

1. Gather materials: PVC pipe, Kidwind Balsa Blade Sheets 12x3 in, 7 function digital multimeter, 5 in.
Kidwind dowels, Kidwind Wind Turbine Hub, Kidwind Wind Turbine Generator with Wires, Kidwind
Protractor, Husky 1-¼ in. ratcheting PVC CUTTER. Hot glue gun, hot glue sticks, fan

2. Cut 1 24 in.PVC pipe to have 2 30cm (12 in) with Husky 1-¼ in. ratcheting PVC CUTTER
3. Add 1 90 degrees ½ in. elbow to each side of the pipes
4. Cut 1 24 in. PVC pipe into 4 pieces each piece measures 6in
5. Connect 2 6in PVC pipes to opposite sides of a PVC T pipe piece
6. Repeat step 5
7. Cut 2 12cm (5 in) PVC pipes and connect them to the PVC T pipes
8. Connect  the pieces from step 5 and 7 to the ends of the T on opposite sides forming an “I”
9. Connect the 12in pieces from step 3 to the piece from step 8 forming a square
10. Cut a 12in pipe and add it to the center T
11. Connect a PVC T pipe piece to the pipe from the previous step
12. Cut 2in PVC pipe and connect it to a ½ in to a 1 in 90 degree elbow
13. Connect step 12 to the center PVC pipe
14. Add the motor to the 1in opening and insert the cables through the T piece
15. Connect the Kidwind Wind Turbine Hub to the motor
16. Cut 4 Kidwind dowels to measure 3in
17. Hot glue the dowels to the center of the Kidwind Balsa Blade Sheets 12x3 in
18. Connect 4  Kidwind Balsa Blade Sheets 12x3 in to the Kidwind Wind Turbine Hub
19. Line up the Kidwind Protractor on the edge on the blades closest to the Wind Turbine Hub and line it up

on 0 degrees
20. Now connect the digital multimeter to the ground wire (black wire) and the positive to the red wire
21. Turn the fan on to  the highest setting the fan is able to go to
22. Make sure each blade is at exactly 0 degrees
23. Check digital multimeter and the voltage on it and see if the wind turbine has any movement after turning

on the fan
24. On science fair logbook, document the voltage of that trial
25. Tilt each blade at exactly 10 degrees
26. If the blade has movement, check for voltage on digital multimeter and document  it on science fair

logbook
27. Now repeat steps 25-26 in increments of 10 degrees each time until you reach 70 degrees document

voltage every trial

Results:

● The results of this experiment showed that after averaging my 7 trials per angle, that the blade at 10
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degrees had the best performance with an avg. 0.46 mL. Therefore, 10 degrees is the best angle to tilt
your wind turbine at.

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7

10 degrees 0.50 0.46 0.44 0.47 0.45 0.50 0.43

20 degrees 0.38 0.30 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.36 0.34

30 degrees 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.24 0.22 0.26 0.23

40 degrees 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.22

60 degrees 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.16

50 degrees 0.18 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.16 0.13

70 degrees 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.12

0 degrees 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Conclusion:

1. Did you accomplish your objective? Explain ( How did you do that?).
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My objective is finding out which angle the blade has to be to have the best output on a wind turbine.
I did that by creating the wind turbine and changing the blades angle in degrees in increments of 10.

2. Was your hypothesis correct? Explain
In this experiment I hypothesized that the blade turned to 50 degrees will produce the most power
because research states that when the blade is tilted it can catch the wind and produce the most
power more effectively than when the blade is at 0 degrees tilted.  My hypothesis was not correct
because my results showed that when the blade is 10 degrees it has the best output because it is
tilted enough that the wind creates the most effective output .

3. Analysis of data/results. What did they tell you?
The results of this experiment showed that after averaging my 7 trials per angle, that the blade at 10
degrees had the best performance with an avg. 0.46 mL. Therefore, 10 degrees is the best angle to tilt
your wind turbine at.

4. What did you learn from this lab?
What I learned from this project is that you do not need to move your blades a lot when changing the
angle of them because even the slightest change from 0 to 10 degrees can make a big difference
when in the wind.

5. What would you do differently or change if you did this lab again?
If I were to do this experiment again I would add a larger sample size from 7 to 20. Instead of doing
my samples in increments in 10 degrees I would be more precise and do it in increments of 5 degrees.

Pictures: Additional photographs or drawings
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How Does the Angle Affect the Energy Output of a Wind Turbine?

The focus of this experiment is on wind turbines and the power they produce . The

problem that was investigated was figuring out how the blade angle affects the energy output on

a wind turbine. For this project, I hypothesized that the blade turned to fifty degrees will produce

the most power because research states that when the blade is tilted it can catch the wind and

produce the most power more effectively than when the blade is at zero degrees tilted. This topic

is important because wind turbines, also called windmills, is a clean fuel source and it stops

polluting the air and water.

Method

The scientific method was used to conduct this experiment. The question that was asked

for this science project was: how does the angle affect the energy output of a wind turbine. I

hypothesized that the blade turned to fifty degrees will produce the most power because research

states that when the blade is tilted it can catch the wind and produce the most power more

effectively than when the blade is at zero degrees tilted.

Materials

There were several materials to conduct this experiment. The computer and science fair

logbook was used for documenting and organizing data. Three 24 inch PVC pieces, three PVC

pipe T elbow pieces, and five 90 degrees half-inch elbow PVC pipe pieces are used for building

the wind turbine stand. Husky one and one-fourth inch ratcheting PVC CUTTER was used to cut

PVC pipes. Kidwind Wind Turbine Generator with Wires is used for connecting the blades to the

measuring device. One  Kidwind Wind Turbine Hub was connected to the wind turbine

generator. Four 12cm. Kidwind dowels, hot glue sticks, hot glue gun, four Kidwind Balsa Blade

Sheets 12x3 inches are used for making the wind turbine blades. A ruler is used to measure each
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exact measurement that we cut. A fan is used to imitate wind while still being in a controlled

environment. 7 function digital multimeter is used to measure the voltage accumulated each trial.

Procedures

The scientific method was followed while conducting this experiment. To begin, all

materials were gathered. Cut one 24 inch PVC pipe with a Husky PVC cutter to have two 12

inch PVC pipe pieces. After, gather four 90 degree half-inch elbow PVC pipe pieces and add one

to each side of the previously cut PVC pipes. Cut one 24 inch PVC pipe in fourths each piece

should measure six inches. Connect two six inch PVC pipes to a T PVC pipe piece. Repeat the

last step twice. Cut two 12 centimeter PVC pipes and connect them to the PVC T pipes. Connect

the pieces from the previous steps to the ends of the T on opposite sides forming an “I”. Connect

the 12 inch pieces to the piece from the other steps forming a square. Cut a 12 inch pipe and add

it to the center T. Connect a PVC T pipe piece to the pipe from the previous step. Cut two inch

PVC pipe and connect it to a one-half inch 90 degree elbow. Connect this to the center PVC pipe.

Add the motor to the one inch opening and insert the cables through the T piece. Connect the

Kidwind Wind Turbine Hub to the motor. Cut four Kidwind dowels to measure three inches. Hot

glue the dowels to the center of the Kidwind Balsa Blade Sheets 12x3 inch. Connect four

Kidwind Balsa Blade Sheets into the Kidwind Wind Turbine Hub.  Line up the Kidwind

Protractor on the edge on the blades closest to the Wind Turbine Hub and line it up at zero

degrees. Now connect the digital multimeter to the ground wire (black wire) and the positive to
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the red wire. Turn the fan on to the highest setting the fan is able to go to. Make sure each blade

is at exactly zero degrees. Check the digital multimeter and the voltage on it and see if the wind

turbine has any movement after turning on the fan. In the science fair logbook, document the

voltage of that trial. Tilt each blade at exactly ten degrees. If the blade has movement, check for

voltage on a digital multimeter and document it in your science logbook.

The results of this experiment shows that ten degrees is the best angle to tilt the wind

turbine at.

Results

The experiment produced results. They are as follows. The results of this experiment

showed that the blade tilted to 10 degrees produced the most volts. The blade tilted at zero

degrees had an average of zero volts. The blade tilted at ten degrees had an average of 0.46 volts.

The blade at 20 degrees had an average of 0.33 volts. The blade tilted at 30 degrees had an

average of 0.23 volts. The bade tilted at 40 degrees had  an average of 0.25 volts. The blade tilted

at 50 degrees had an average of 0.16 volts. 60 degrees had an average of 0.15 volts. 70 degrees

had an average of 0.12 volts.

Discussion

There is much information to be found on wind turbines. Gracyn Manley, conducted a

project based on what effect does blade angle have on the voltage output of a wind turbine. She

tested a 0, 10,30, and 50 degree blade angle. Gracyn discovered that the 30 degree blade worked

most effectively during each of her trials.
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Alexander T. Case, conducted a science project on what angle on a windmill produces the

most energy. He tested the blade at 15, 30, 45, and 60 degrees. When he was testing, he found

out 15 degrees is the best angle to do on the windmill blade.

Wind turbines are amazing and great for the environment because of the impact they give

on us. Today, more than 65,000 wind turbines across the country are generating clean, reliable

power. Wind turbines are a clean source of renewable energy that produces no air or water

pollution.

Conclusions and Future Study

For this experiment, my hypothesis was contradicted. One reason this experiment was a

success is because during this experiment I carefully tilted each blade at the angles. Another

reason is because each trial was conducted correctly and with patience. This experiment proved

that 10 degrees is the overall best angle to tilt wind turbines at. In the future, if I were to do this

experiment again, I would conduct each trial in increments of five to get a more precise outcome.

Another change I would make is possibly build a larger wind turbine to see if the size of it could

also affect the overall outcome.
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Appendix

Table A1

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7

0 degrees 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 degrees 0.50 0.46 0.44 0.47 0.45 0.50 0.43

20 degrees 0.38 0.30 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.36 0.34

30 degrees 0.24 0.25 0.23 0.24 0.22 0.26 0.23

40 degrees 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.22

50 degrees 0.18 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.16 0.13

60 degrees 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.16

70 degrees 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.12

Figure A1


